
The Danebury Excavations Digital Archive. 

Accompanying documentation.

1. Project title.
The Danebury Excavations Digital Archive.

2. History of the originating project. 
This project is to create a digital archive of some of the computerised files from the 
Danebury excavations carried out between the years of 1969 and 1988. The files 
relate to the excavation of Danebury Hillfort, Hampshire, England and the temporal 
range is the English Iron Age from c. 7th century BC to 1st century AD. See metadata 
description for further detail.

There are also thirty-one images which are an assortment covering aspects of the 
excavation and its interpretation. 

3. Information about methods. 
The files previously existed as ASCII space delimited files in the Oxford University 
VAX mainframe archive. Four files have been converted: pits; pottery; animal bones; 
and daub because these were the only ones that survived several changes of location 
and mainframe.

Each file was read into an Access 2002 table. The files were heavily coded and these 
have been explained within the data tables either through the use of lookup tables or 
by direct conversion of codes where appropriate. In all cases the original codes have 
been retained within the tables.

The images were scanned using a Nikon Coolscan 40 at 300 dpi, saved as JPG 
images. They are also provided as resampled images at 800x600 pixels. Metadata for 
the images is provided as an Access 2002 table. 

4. Details of source materials used to create the dataset.
All copyright is held by The Danebury Trust. 

5. Content and structure of dataset. 
The database is in Access 2002 and is called Danebury.mdb 
The columns of the tables are as follows: 

Pottery
Table: pot 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
Context_type   Context type 
Context_no   Context number 
Form    Form
Fabric_ref   Reference for look-up table 
Fabric_code   Original fabric code
Surface_code   Original surface finish code
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Surface_treatment  General surface treatment
Surface_method  Method of decoration 
Surface_pattern  Surface decoration pattern
Rim_cat   Number of rim sherds 
Body_cat   Number of body sherds 
Weight    Total weight of sherds [in gms]

Table: forms 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
Vessel_type   General type of vessel (Class)
Form_type   Type within Class
Form_ref   Class, type and form code 
Form_descr   Description of form
Varieties   Number of varieties of form
Fig_no    Figure number in Danebury Vol. 2   

Table: potXform 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
PotID    Pot record identifier 
Form_code   Form code 
Form_ref   Form reference

Table: fabric 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
Fabric-ref   Fabric reference
Series_name   Name of series
Series_description  Description of fabric series

Table: surface_treat 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
Surf_treat_ref   Surface treatment reference
Surf_treat_desc  Surface treatment description

Table: decor_method 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
Decor_method_ref  Decoration method reference
Decor_method_desc  Decoration method description 
Figures   Figure numbers in Danebury Vol 2. 

Daub
Table: daub_decoded 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Number     
Feature   Feature (Context) number 
Feature_type   feature type
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Layer    layer number within a pit 
Sample   Sample number 
Sf    Small find number 
Fabric    Fabric
Wt    Weight [in gms]
Form    Form
Impres    Impressions 
Fired    Fired condition  
Cp    Ceramic phase
Sp    Stratigraphic phase
Pref ph    Preferred ceramic phase
Struct    Associated structure number  
Struct_type   Associated structure type

Table: daub_fabric 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
Fabric-ref   Fabric reference
Series-name   Name of fabric series
Series-description  Description of fabric series

Animal bone 
Table: Bones 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
Species   Species
No_bones   Number of bones 
Bo_type   Bone type 
Side    Left or right
Proximal   Proximal
Fusion    Fused or unfused 
Shaft    Bone shaft 
S_sector1   Shaft sector 1
S_sector2   Shaft sector 2
S_sector3   Shaft sector 3
S_sector4   Shaft sector 4
S_sector5   Shaft sector 5
Distal    Distal
Articulation   Articulation
Butchery   Butchery 
Gnawing   Gnawing
Tot_len   Measurement - total length
Prox_wid   Measurement - proximal width
Prox_wid_ap   Measurement - proximal width anterior/posterior
Dist_wid   Measurement - distal width
Dist_wid_ap   Measurement - distal width anterior/posterior
Shaft_wid   Measurement - Shaft width
Misc_m   Measurement – miscellaneous
Burning   Burning 
Disease   Disease
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Erosion   Erosion 
Misc    Miscellaneous
Feature   Feature type 
Feature_no   Feature (context) number
Pit_layer   Pit layer number
Sex_wear   Sex/tooth wear stage

Pits
Table: pits 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
Phase    Ceramic phase
Pit_no    Pit number 
Grid_ref   Site grid reference of pit centre
Status    Degree of excavation
It_is    Identification if not a pit
Pit_type   Type of pit 
Depth    Depth in metres
Volume   Volume in cu. metres 
Fill_summary   Layers filling the pit
Silting_type   Types of layer/fill
Basal_silting   Silting/layers at bottom of pit   
Main_silting   Silting/layers filling pit
Toolmarks   Toolmarks on pit wall 
Block_wall   Evidence of chalk block wall 
Diameter   Diameter in metres
t-diameter   Top diameter in metres

Table: pitXrel 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
PitsID    Identification number 
Pit_number   Pit number 
Relation   Relationship/s with other contexts
Feature   Relationship with feature
Feature_layer   Relationship with layer
Feature_code   Feature code

Table: pitXfill
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
PitID    Identification number 
Pit_num   Pit number 
Fill_code   Original fill code
Fill_number   Fill number
Fill_type   Fill type
Fill_shape   Fill shape

Table: pitXspecial_deposit 
Field name   Contents 
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ID    autonumber 
Pit_number   ID number of pit 
Special_deposit  Special Deposit 
Description Special deposit description / status 

Table: pitXartef 
Field name   Contents 
ID    Autonumber 
PitID    Identification number 
Pit_number   Pit number 
Artef_type   Type of artefcat

6. Details of how the dataset relates to other archives and publications.
See section 10 of the metadata.

7. Indication of how long the archive is to be retained. 
Indefinitely.
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The Danebury Excavations Digital Archive. 

Metadata - files.

1. Title. 
The Danebury Excavations Digital Archive.

2. Description.
Danebury Hillfort, Nether Wallop, Hampshire, England (SU 323377) was excavated 
between the years of 1968 and 1989 by Professor Barry Cunliffe of the University of 
Oxford). Approximately 3 ha (57%) of the 5 ha enclosed within the ramparts was 
excavated revealing a very dense distribution of features. These were mainly pits (c. 
2,300 excavated), postholes (c. 10,000), circular house structures (c. 73) and 
rectangular subsidiary structures (c. 500). An equally impressive assemblage of 
material culture was excavated including 158,000 sherds of pottery and 241,500 
animal bones. The size of this dataset necessitated the use of computers and the 
Danebury Project was one of the first large-scale excavations to attempt 
computerisation in the early 1980s. 

The Danebury excavations have been fully published in a series of reports and the 
Museum of the Iron Age at Andover, Hampshire, is based on the excavations.  There 
was evidence of pre-hillfort activity on the hilltop in the early first millennium BC 
with the digging of pits and the deposition of burials. In the 6th century BC the first 
rampart and ditch were constructed around the hilltop with two opposing entrances on 
the south-east and west.  It seems likely that a road ran between the entrances with 
zones of activities in the interior represented by clusters of pits and rectangular post-
built structures. The south-eastern entrance was excavated and showed a complex 
series of phases and alterations of the gateway structures. By the late 4th century BC it 
consisted of a long tunnel entrance with a hornwork and several outwork features, the 
ramparts had also been substantially enhanced around the whole of the enclosed area 
and the western gate had been blocked. At around 100 BC the eastern entrance was 
burnt down and there is some evidence of fighting with the site being abandoned at 
this time. It may have continued in use as an animal corral for a while. 

The intensity of occupation and the associated deposition of artefacts generally 
increased through the 500 years of occupation of the hillfort. The phasing and dating 
of the structures and deposits was a major challenge for the interpretation of 
Danebury and this was based mainly on the pottery typology together with a sequence 
of over 70 radiocarbon dates. A series of ceramic phases (cps) were established which 
were then assigned to every pit, posthole, gully and other feature by their contained 
ceramic material. Phase plans of approximately contemporary features could then be 
drawn and the changing uses of space within the enclosure studied with the 
distributions and quantities of artefact categories.

Danebury exists within a very rich archaeological landscape of contemporary linear 
ditches, field systems, farmstead enclosures and trackways. Since the Danebury 
excavations the Danebury Environs Project has been systematically investigating 
different aspects of the surrounding landscape much of which is known through aerial 
photography. A series of sites have been excavated, and many published, including 
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another hillfort, farmsteads and linear ditches and the chronological interest has been 
extended to include Romano-British farmsteads and villas.

The dataset comprises the most important of the original Danebury excavation 
computerised files. These have been reformatted from ASCII files archived on the 
Oxford University Vax Mainframe computer into Microsoft Access. The original files 
were very heavily coded and the codes have been interpreted through a combination 
of direct translation and look-up tables. Where appropriate reference is made to 
information in the online versions of the reports held by the Council for British 
Archaeology. The files are:

Pits – a description of the physical characteristics of each pit, the stratigraphy of its 
fill, artefacts and other material found within it.

Pottery – coded description of the form, fabric and surface decoration of each sherd 
together with weight and other characteristics.

Animal bones – description of bone type, species, physical characteristics of each 
bone together with gnawing, butchery and other measures. 

Daub – quantities and types of daub. 

3. Subject.
Hillfort (NMR Monument Type Thesaurus) 
Storage pit (NMR Monument Type Thesaurus) 
Animal bone (mda Archaeological Objects Thesaurus) 
Pot (mda Archaeological Objects Thesaurus)

4. Coverage. 
Danebury Hillfort, Hampshire, England. Period coverage is the English Iron Age, 
c.7th century BC to 1st century AD. 

5. Creators.
The original creator was Professor Barry Cunliffe. Responsible for this archive is Dr 
Gary Lock. Both are at: 

University of Oxford,
Institute of Archaeology,  
36, Beaumont Street, 
Oxford,
OX1 2PG.

Tel: 01865 278240 
Fax: 01865 278254. 
Email: barry.cunliffe@arch.ox.ac.uk
Email: gary.lock@arch.ox.ac.uk
url: http://athens.arch.ox.ac.uk/schoolarch/index.phtml

6. Publisher.
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This data (in its original coded form) has been published by the Council for British 
Archaeology as Research Reports 52, 73 and 102 (online at 
http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/library/cba/rrs.cfm ) 

7. Identifiers.
Danebury-ADS.

8. Dates. 
The data were originally created during the Danebury excavations between the years 
1969 and 1988. Computerisation began in 1980 and was migrated across various 
mainframes and finished c. 1992. The computing to create this archive took place 
between October 2002 and January 2003. 

9. Copyright. 
The Danebury Trust. 

10. Relations. 
The data and their interpretation were originally published as a series of three CBA 
Research Reports:

Cunliffe, B. 1984. Danebury, an Iron Hillfort in Hampshire, Vol 1: the excavations 
1969-78: the site; Vol 2, the excavations 1969-78: the finds. London: Council for 
British Archaeology Research Report 52.

Cunliffe, B. and Poole, C. 1991. Danebury, an Iron Hillfort in Hampshire, Vol 4: the 
excavations 1979-88: the site; Vol 5, the excavations 1979-88: the finds. London: 
Council for British Archaeology Research Report 73. 

Cunliffe, B. 1995. Danebury, an Iron Hillfort in Hampshire, Vol 6: a hillfort 
community in perspective.. London: Council for British Archaeology Research Report 
102.

Online at http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/library/cba/rrs.cfm

Some of the material is at the Museum of the Iron Age, Andover. Contact Dave Allen, 
phone 01264 366283 (http://www.hants.gov.uk/museum/ironagem/) 

The excavation archive is with Hampshire County Council Museums Service 
(accession number A1979.1). Contact Kay Ainsworth, phone 01962 846758, email 
kay.ainsworth@hants.gov.uk 

11. Language. 
English. 

12. Resource type.
A combination of primary data, processed data and interpretation. 

13. Format. 
Microsoft Access 2002 
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Metadata - images.

Note: see also the accompanying Access table.

1. Title. 
The Danebury Excavations Digital Archive.

2. Description.
Danebury Hillfort, Nether Wallop, Hampshire, England (SU 323377) was excavated 
between the years of 1968 and 1989 by Professor Barry Cunliffe of the University of 
Oxford). Approximately 3 ha (57%) of the 5 ha enclosed within the ramparts was 
excavated revealing a very dense distribution of features. These were mainly pits (c. 
2,300 excavated), postholes (c. 10,000), circular house structures (c. 73) and 
rectangular subsidiary structures (c. 500). An equally impressive assemblage of 
material culture was excavated including 158,000 sherds of pottery and 241,500 
animal bones. The size of this dataset necessitated the use of computers and the 
Danebury Project was one of the first large-scale excavations to attempt 
computerisation in the early 1980s. 

The Danebury excavations have been fully published in a series of reports and the 
Museum of the Iron Age at Andover, Hampshire, is based on the excavations.  There 
was evidence of pre-hillfort activity on the hilltop in the early first millennium BC 
with the digging of pits and the deposition of burials. In the 6th century BC the first 
rampart and ditch were constructed around the hilltop with two opposing entrances on 
the south-east and west.  It seems likely that a road ran between the entrances with 
zones of activities in the interior represented by clusters of pits and rectangular post-
built structures. The south-eastern entrance was excavated and showed a complex 
series of phases and alterations of the gateway structures. By the late 4th century BC it 
consisted of a long tunnel entrance with a hornwork and several outwork features, the 
ramparts had also been substantially enhanced around the whole of the enclosed area 
and the western gate had been blocked. At around 100 BC the eastern entrance was 
burnt down and there is some evidence of fighting with the site being abandoned at 
this time. It may have continued in use as an animal corral for a while. 

The intensity of occupation and the associated deposition of artefacts generally 
increased through the 500 years of occupation of the hillfort. The phasing and dating 
of the structures and deposits was a major challenge for the interpretation of 
Danebury and this was based mainly on the pottery typology together with a sequence 
of over 70 radiocarbon dates. A series of ceramic phases (cps) were established which 
were then assigned to every pit, posthole, gully and other feature by their contained 
ceramic material. Phase plans of approximately contemporary features could then be 
drawn and the changing uses of space within the enclosure studied with the 
distributions and quantities of artefact categories.

Danebury exists within a very rich archaeological landscape of contemporary linear 
ditches, field systems, farmstead enclosures and trackways. Since the Danebury 
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excavations the Danebury Environs Project has been systematically investigating 
different aspects of the surrounding landscape much of which is known through aerial 
photography. A series of sites have been excavated, and many published, including 
another hillfort, farmsteads and linear ditches and the chronological interest has been 
extended to include Romano-British farmsteads and villas.

The dataset comprises thirty one images chosen from the full Danebury slide archive. 
These are a small sample to provide illustrative material for the data files.

3. Subject.
Hillfort (NMR Monument Type Thesaurus) 
Storage pit (NMR Monument Type Thesaurus) 

4. Coverage. 
Danebury Hillfort, Hampshire, England. Period coverage is the English Iron Age, 
c.7th century BC to 1st century AD. 

5. Creators.
The original creator was Professor Barry Cunliffe. Responsible for this archive is Dr 
Gary Lock. Both are at: 

University of Oxford,
Institute of Archaeology,  
36, Beaumont Street, 
Oxford,
OX1 2PG.

Tel: 01865 278240 
Fax: 01865 278254. 
Email: barry.cunliffe@arch.ox.ac.uk
Email: gary.lock@arch.ox.ac.uk
url: http://athens.arch.ox.ac.uk/schoolarch/index.phtml

6. Publisher.
This data (in its original coded form) has been published by the Council for British 
Archaeology as Research Reports 52, 73 and 102 (online at 
http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/library/cba/rrs.cfm ) 

7. Identifiers.
Danebury-ADS.

8. Dates. 
The data were originally created during the Danebury excavations between the years 
1969 and 1988. Computerisation began in 1980 and was migrated across various 
mainframes and finished c. 1992. The computing to create this archive took place 
between October 2002 and January 2003. 

9. Copyright. 
The Danebury Trust. 
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10. Relations. 
The data and their interpretation were originally published as a series of three CBA 
Research Reports:

Cunliffe, B. 1984. Danebury, an Iron Hillfort in Hampshire, Vol 1: the excavations 
1969-78: the site; Vol 2, the excavations 1969-78: the finds. London: Council for 
British Archaeology Research Report 52. 

Cunliffe, B. and Poole, C. 1991. Danebury, an Iron Hillfort in Hampshire, Vol 4: the 
excavations 1979-88: the site; Vol 5, the excavations 1979-88: the finds. London: 
Council for British Archaeology Research Report 73. 

Cunliffe, B. 1995. Danebury, an Iron Hillfort in Hampshire, Vol 6: a hillfort 
community in perspective.. London: Council for British Archaeology Research Report 
102.

Online at http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/library/cba/rrs.cfm

Some of the material is at the Museum of the Iron Age, Andover. Contact Dave Allen, 
phone 01264 366283 (http://www.hants.gov.uk/museum/ironagem/) 

The excavation archive is with Hampshire County Council Museums Service 
(accession number A1979.1). Contact Kay Ainsworth, phone 01962 846758, email 
kay.ainsworth@hants.gov.uk 

11. Language. 
English. 

12. Resource type.
A combination of primary data, processed data and interpretation. 

13. Format. 
Scanned at 300 dpi using a Nikon Coolscan 40 saved as JPG, also supplied as 
resampled images at 800x600 pixels. 


